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Abstract. This paper presents an approach for content-based image
retrieval extracting salient points and regions from images, and also
aggregating color and DCT values in a signature descriptor for
recognition. Salient points and regions are extracted from each image
by a wavelet decomposition over the color channels where the highest
coefficients in coarsest levels are the centers of salient regions in finest
resolution. These local regions are support for extracting color histograms
and a set of DCT magnitudes in order to derive a signature for the image.
A feature vector combining histograms of color channels and DCT values
is proposed and tested as signature of the image. Public COIL, Caltech,
and ZuBuD images datasets are used for testing. Results comparing
variations of the descriptor based on wavelet saliency are given on all
those image datasets supporting potential for the proposed method.

Keywords: content-based image retrieval, wavelet salient points, global
signature, category recognition.

1 Introduction and Related Work

Content-Based Image Retrieval considers the problem of querying a database
with visual data and retrieving from it the most similar visually images. An image
may be similar to others in a multitude of aspects, and finding a particular set
of features that helps measuring its similarity is a challenging task in Computer
Vision. In this work we are interested in features that are compact and appear
in places with more relative information than others. Salient points are these
features [4], however from the literature it is a major research problem providing
an effective saliency detection and related descriptors for general visual image
retrieval tasks. We propose a saliency detection which takes into consideration
color in a wavelet based decomposition and selection process, and also a signature
descriptor together with distance formulations for image retrieval.

There are two major strategies for using salient points for recognition: Local
and Global salient signatures. A survey of important works as local signature
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approaches can be seen in [9]. Generally in this strategy after the salient points
are localized a set of feature signatures is built in order to provide ways of feature
to feature matching. SIFT [7], is a mostly cited work in the local strategy.

In the global strategy after the salient points are detected a signature is built
using all neighborhoods, and all images are compared based on that vector.
One of the earliest works in this approach is [6], where it is proposed to use a
wavelet decomposition of a luminance image, at each scale the largest magnitude
coefficients are kept recursively till the last scale desired. The feature vectors
proposed were HSV mean, variance and skewness over 3x3 windows in [13], and
color moments and gabor filters in [11]. In [4] a wavelet based saliency detection
is also proposed selecting the largest magnitude coefficients from the luminance
channel. The signature is built using a color constancy model [3] and a texture
bank with rotated wavelet filters.

It is proposed in this paper a salient point detection and global signature for
image retrieval which is novel in a wavelet based saliency algorithm that includes
and evaluates the color channels for the saliency computation and selection, and
also in building a new feature vector as a combination of HS histograms and
DCT values in neighborhoods around the salient points.

2 Salient Points Detection by Wavelet Analysis

An image brings extensive information on the objects and their interactions with
light. The optical sensing system used to capture the image and its viewpoint
have also big influences on the visual information pictured in the image. On top
of that the singularities of an image signal change with scale, so in order to find
more distinguished and repetitive points useful for signature and recognition it
is important to consider scales [5].

The wavelet representation gives important details on distinct signal scales [8],
and therefore the wavelet discrete transformation can be useful to extract salient
points throughout different scales of an image. High wavelet coefficients lead
to regions with high global variations on signal. Based on this it was firstly
proposed in [6] a method to find salient points tracking the highest wavelet
coefficients in all scales. The method uses the discrete wavelet transform as a
tool for multi-scale analysis. The input image is analyzed on scales 2−j, j ∈ �+.
Due to the compact support of the used wavelet transformation it is possible
to track from what points a coefficient was derived in a scale 2j. This set of
points in scale 2j+1 derived from coefficients in 2j is defined as children of the
coefficients in W2jf(n) (equation 1).

C(W2jf(n) = W2j+1f(k), 2n ≤ k ≤ 2n+ p− 1 (1)

From the children of each coefficient, a support region can be determined.
Among the points in this region, one with the highest absolute values is selected
for amore detailed analysis. At the final stage the image gradient is also computed.
High wavelet coefficients with high gradient values will indicate most salient
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Fig. 1. Coefficients and their relation through scales in the saliency detection

points (Fig. 1). The saliency map is built from the sum of the absolute values
in the tracked path (equation 2).

saliency =

−j∑

k=1

|C(k)(W2jf(n))|,− log2 N ≤ j ≤ −1 (2)

2.1 Wavelet Based Saliency Considering Colors

One of the limitations of the earlier method in [6] is that it only considers one
channel (the luminance) of the image. Later, in [13] an extension for using color
after the salient points was presented. However, the color information was not
considered in the selection of the salient points.

Here we propose to compute a wavelet based saliency map considering color
channels from the start. In each layer (e.g. RGB) of the initial image a wavelet
discrete transformation is applied and a set of the highest salient points for each
is selected. The mean of the highest selected of each layer is computed and in
the end only the highest means for the 3 channels are considered for the final
saliency map. Interesting different points are included in this new process. This
process is detailed by the Algorithm 1, wherein calculateSaliency() is mainly
the implementation of the earlier [6] method.

In order to verify the performance of this new extraction scheme we designed
experiments considering three variations of the Wavelet Saliency Descriptor: 1)
WSDLum (Wavelet Saliency Descriptor on Luminance), when the input image is
first converted to gray before saliency calculation; 2) WSDColorRGB (Wavelet
Saliency Descriptor on RGB color channels), when the input image is used in
RGB color model; 3) WSDColorInv (Wavelet Saliency Descriptor on Invariant
Color Space), when the image is converted to the c1c2c3 color space, for color
invariance testing [3]. Fig. 2 shows examples of the extracted salient points and
regions, wherein these regions were extracted considering the three variations of
detection, WSDLum, WSDColorRGB, WSDColorInv. It is shown only the
10%most salient, but this is a control parameter of the algorithm. It is possible to
notice that results are spread around interesting parts of the image and objects,
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2. Typical image (Lenna) with selected salient points and regions (10% highest):
(a) original, (b) WSDLum, (c) WSDColorRGB, (d) WSDColorInv

and the use of color channels, either RGB direct or c1c2c3 invariant, makes a
difference in the selected regions.

2.2 Combining Salient Points, Color and DCT Coefficients

As derived from the Wavelet Saliency Detection proposed we gathered a set
of distinguished marks (salient points) in the image, ranked according to their
distinctiveness. These will be loci of visual attention and the elements surrounding
those points could be used for deriving descriptors for the image. We propose
here a signature descriptor that will combine elements from those regions of
attention. A special combination of color frequencies in HSV domain and the
highest DCT coefficients from regions surrounding the salient points composes
the descriptor. The feature vector is (H bins, S bins,N DCT values).

The Color Histogram Part of the Descriptor. This work proposes the use
of a histogram built from the color hue and saturation channels. Using 32 bins
for H, and 30 for S captured the color variation and histogram intersection was
a metric for comparing this part of the descriptor.
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Algorithm 1. Salient region extraction process

1: procedure CalculateColorSaliency(img)
2: saliency ← newMat();
3: layers ← img.splitLayers();
4: for l = 0..layers.size() do
5: saliency = saliency + calculateSaliency(layers[i]);
6: end for
7: saliency = saliency × 1.0/layers.size();
8: return saliency;
9: end procedure
10: procedure FindRegions(image, perRegions)
11: saliency ← CalculateColorSaliency(image);
12: points ← saliency.convertToV ector();
13: rh ← rw ← 9;
14: nPoints ← perRegions× image.cols× image.rows÷ rh÷ rw;
15: points.sort();
16: points.resize(nPoints);
17: regions ← newV ector();
18: for k = 0..nPoints do
19: regions.add(Point(points[k].x− rw/2, points[k].y − rh/2), rw, rh);
20: end for
21: return regions;
22: end procedure

The DCT Coefficients Part of the Descriptor. The DCT (Discrete Cosine
Transform) values can capture visual texture information [1]. We propose DCT
coefficients as part of the descriptor, normalized to the interval [0, 1]. Later,
the highest values are selected as features of the salient regions. The difference
between two DCT vectors can be calculated by equation 3.

DD(i, j) = ‖1− iT j

‖dj‖‖q‖‖ (3)

Combining Distance Functions. For evaluating the similarity of the feature
vector we propose to combine the distance on color histograms and the DCT
distance. A way to combine those distances is using the mean between the two
distance metrics. Thus the distance between two images is given by equation 4,
whereinDN (K,M) is the difference between two color histograms andDD(K,M)
is the difference between DCT coefficients.

D(K,M) =
DN (K,M) +DD(K,M)

2
(4)

Varying the Number of Salient Points and Regions. It is possible to
choose a percentage of an image area to select the number of salient points
from. The window size around a salient point can be chosen, so the number
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of salient points is given by percentage × image.cols× image.rows ÷ rh ÷ rw,
wherein rh is region’s height and rw is region’s width. We tested variations of
the percentage and window sizes to show performance and to choose the best
parameters for the databases.

3 Results and Discussion

Experiments on the proposed Wavelet Saliency Descriptor were run on three
public image datasets which pose different challenges for image retrieval. Tests
measuring recall x precision rates were gathered for the following conditions:
1%, 5%, and 10% most salient points for WSDLum, WSDColorRGB, and
WSDColorInv; and also varying for the same conditions the size of the regions
surrounding those points, 9x9, 16x16, and 32x32. Values for H bins = 30,
S bins = 32, andN DCT values = 100, window 16x16 and 10% highest saliency
provided the best results. To summarize the results the best figures are shown
and comments on the conditions are given.

Public Image Databases. In order to evaluate the proposal three public
known image databases were used. COIL-100 consists of 100 objects with flat
uniform background. There are 72 images per object. It is largely used to check
performance of visual retrieval techniques, especially because there is a reasonable
variation of viewpoints of the objects [10]. Zurich Buildings Image Database
(ZuBuD) [12] is another common image database used to evaluate retrieval
algorithms. The base contains pictures of 201 buildings in Zurich (5 images per
scene). Images were taken under natural illumination and provide a different
set of objects to be tested. The Caltech Categories database [2] is a benchmark
dataset for image retrieval methods. It contains 3.649 images in 7 categories.
Images of objects are shown at very diverse and common situations, especially
regarding objects with different backgrounds. For testing, we split the images in
two sets, queries and results, and depending on the class and the database the
number of images in each set varied.

Retrieval Results. Figure 3 shows recall x precision curves for all datasets
comparing the variations of salient detection and descriptors. The salient points,
in WSDLum, are detected from a gray level (i.e. luminance) channel only.
WSDColorRGB considers all 3 channels (RGB) in separate, extract salient
points from each and then average the results and select the highest means.
WSDColorInv works similarly to WSDColorRGB but on c1c2c3 channels
instead of RGB. Overall the retrieval results on the three datasets showed high
performance, reaching precision rates above 0.7 for recall bigger than 0.6 in the
case of WSDLum and WSDColorRGB in COIL-100 (Fig. 3(a)), and precision
above 0.7 with recall 0.5 for WSDLum, WSDColorRGB, and WSDColorInv
for both COIL-100 and ZuBuD datasets (Fig. 3(a) and 3(b)). All precision rates
were above 0.5 for recall 0.3, in Caltech Categories. It is ought to remember that
the proposed descriptors do not perform geometric matching between images,
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only a vector signature distance calculation, and the reached recognition figures
on these datasets are highly promising. The use of the color channels for the
saliency detection improved the performance of recognition on all three datasets,
in COIL-100 and Caltech Categories WSDColorRGB was better consistently
(Fig. 3(a), 3(c), and 3(d)), and in ZuBuD where all images were taken outdoor
WSDColorInv performed better (Fig. 3(b)) than the other two.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 3. Results of WSDLum, WSDColorRGB, and WSDColorInv on the Caltech
Categories. (a) Caltech Categories; (b) Detail on Caltech Categories.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

A method to extract salient points from images, based on wavelet analysis and
considering the three color channels from the image signal was presented. The
method extends earlier work in [6] for color channels. Also, a local descriptor
combining HS histograms and DCT coefficients in surrounding regions of the
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selected points was proposed and tested in visual retrieval tasks. A metric for
deciding upon the similarity of feature vectors of images fusing color histograms
and DCT coefficients was proposed and tested.

Results were given for typical visual image retrieval in three public databases
with high and promising recognition rates. Although less than 10% higher in
precision, the color descriptors were better consistently, and the feature vector
for all three versions were using color information in all cases. Future work will
consider local and geometric matching for object to object recognition, and also
testing the inclusion of other features to the descriptor.
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